TECHNICAL DATA

Bio-Treat-141-C

BACTERIA FOR BIOLOGICAL WASTE DIGESTION IN
GREASE TRAPS, DRAIN LINES, SINKS AND FLOOR DRAINS

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Bio-Treat microbial treatment is the latest development in the natural, biological treatment of
waste grease traps, drains and lift stations. Bio-Treat is a concentrate of specially selected multi
cultured bacterial strains designed to break down grease, oils, fats, proteins, starch, sugars, and
cellulose.
AREAS OF APPLICATION
Bio-Treat contains a synergized blend of selectively adapted Bacillus bacteria, all of which have
been selectively adapted for their accelerated degradation capabilities of organic compounds. BioTreat is specifically designed for the “NATURAL TREATMENT” of grease traps, drain lines, sink and
floor drains, lift stations, etc.
SPECIAL FEATURES
Bio-Treats highly charged, concentrated formula (200 billion bacteria/litre) takes advantage of the
newest technologies and latest advancements in microbiology without the use of surfactants,
enzymes, or emulsifiers.
Powerful – yet will not harm drainage systems or plumbing lines – Bio-Treat bacterial blend digests
through heavy grease accumulations, eliminates causes of noxious odours and reduces crown
corrosion. Non-toxic, biodegradable, non-pathogenic, non-acid, non-alkaline, neutral pH and certified
salmonella free, Bio-Treat utilizes aerobic, anaerobic and facultative bacteria respiration.
Fast, easy to use – BioTreat acts without agitation, penetrates and accelerates the transformation of
organic waste into bacterial biomass, carbon dioxide and water. Eliminates the need for expensive
pumping and scouring operations and eliminates unpleasant cleaning of putrid smelling grease
traps.
USE DIRECTIONS

Grease Traps:
1.Determine amount of Bio-Treat required on a daily basis, as recommended by company consultant.
2.Divide above dosage by 2 and feed through automated peristaltic feeders in equal portions after shut down.
3. Physically inspect traps for 3 months and adjust feed accordingly.

Prior to beginning Treatment of Bio-Treat: Grease Traps, Septic Tanks
or cesspools heavily clogged with solids should be pumped then
SHOCKED with Bio-Treat to prime the system. The shock dosage
will vary, depending on the size of the drain lines of holding areas.
20-Litre Pails

